Equinefit Made to Measure Saddles

Personal note from the founder of Equinefit:
As a competitor I needed a large horse to take

Equinefit Saddlers demand the same exacting

up my leg because I am 6’ 8”. Finding a saddle

standards while building your made-to-

that accommodated a large rider and a large

when you ride in it.
Custom worked to your exact requirements.
The saddle panel, knee roll, length of flap,
girth billets and seat are carefully measured,
and you choose from a wide range of leathers
and colors.
Materials: Equinefit uses only the highest
quality in materials; English leather and
pure wool flock. The spring trees are plybonded wood and steel, allowing maximum
movement with the horse, while providing
lasting strength and durability.
Design: Every detail of the saddle is cut by
hand and prepared by master saddlers,
delivering everything you expect from
a top-of-the-line saddle. Even the tree
is specially constructed, which allows
you to choose a deeper or more
open seat.
After sales: Our five-star after
sale service is offered to all
customers, allowing us to
give the best possible
service and quality.
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measure saddle as you demand of yourself

www.equinefit.com

horse was no easy task! Consequently, I was
forced to ride in saddles that did not fit me.
Why is it integral to have an appropriate
fitting saddle? A saddle that fits both the
horse and rider correctly, makes it possible
for the rider to sit correctly. An ill-fitting
saddle makes sitting correctly on the horse
impossible.
A correctly fitted saddle is for every
rider. It allows their mount to feel safe,
comfortable and more willing to respond
to its rider’s commands, at any level of
riding.
In 2004, I turned my efforts to
designing

saddles

that

would

enhance the rider’s comfort and
effectiveness.

Thus,

was begun.
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Your Saddle - Your Choice

Your Saddle - Your Choice

Ordering Your Custom Saddle

Dressage Saddles

An initial fitting session begins with an evaluation

Our Equinefit Saddles are for everyone because

condition, muscle tone and contours of its back.

of the horse. Equinefit assesses the animal’s

each saddle is made-to-measure and designed to

Your Equinefit representative will inquire about

accommodate your individual requirements.

your horse’s work regime and exercise program.

Pick the model that most closely matches your

The horse is then examined while being ridden

needs, then have every feature of that saddle exactly

with its current saddle.

tuned to match your style of riding.

We also discuss veterinary issues and possible

Jumping Saddles

schooling problems with the trainer, vet or other

Like our Dressage Saddles, Equinefit’s custom

taken into account before the design is chosen.

specialist, to ensure that all considerations are

jumping saddles are also designed to your exact

Equinefit then measures the horse and prepares

specification. We design every saddle to the personal

a template from the horse’s back. After this

requirements of you, the rider. Rolls and blocks are

process, the rider’s measurements will also be

carefully measured while you choose the colors and
material.

taken. Once all of the specifications of your

General Purpose Saddles

will commence the crafting of your made

saddle are finalized, our master saddlers
to measure saddle. The saddle is usually

The design of a GP saddle is the most challenging,

delivered to you within 8 weeks of your

because the GP is designed as an “all rounder”. We
work with the rider using one sample saddle, which

order.

allows you to experience the individual feel before

An appointment for delivery is made,

fine-tuning the design with your specifications.

at which time the saddle will be
properly set on the horse and the

During a fitting for a new GP saddle, you are invited

rider experiences the ability to

to try different panels, blocks and designs, plus a
choice of leather color and materials. Because we

sit in total comfort.

have unlimited options in size and position, the

Contact your Equinefit

sample saddles are all designed to demonstrate the

representative now for

options for each rider.

an appointment.

www.equinefit.com
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There is a reason to look at our saddles

